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there were two best upgrades to the demo version of this gem. first, now you can run the game in the split-screen mode, so you and your companion can work with the game together. and the second is the complete reworking of the ui/ux. it is sleeker, easier to navigate, and everything just makes sense. all you have to do is put up the headset, hit start and you’ll see why
we’re the number 1 best-selling games on steam with a loyal following of both new and old users alike. you don’t need an account, as you’ll be creating one for each purchase. your saved games will also be there for your pleasure. this is a digital download, so you can count on it working on every system, even mac. in the world of blacksmithing, creation is more important

than destruction. repair damaged tools and forge new ones. craft armor and sword. craft weapons, spells and magical items. guess which is the main focus of the game? you! a realistic game where you can become an elite blacksmith. as your skills increase your shop becomes a real factory full of machines and resources, so you can make the best swords in the world.
journey around the fantasy world, making arms of the best quality, compete against other blacksmiths in the land and be the best! blacksmith is a powerful, freeform crafting simulator with a fully procedural map. play around with the layout of the terrain, ore types and equipment. combine it all to forge the best tools and armaments the world has ever seen! blacksmith is

a free and completely procedural world with over 150 different types of ore to refine into usable resources. travel the world collecting resources and crafting the best crafted weapons! with custom art from pixomondo and universal pictures, this is your chance to turn your crafting passion into reality. blacksmith is the ultimate crafting simulator. 5ec8ef588b
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